National Tsing Hua University (NTHU)
Certification of Financial Responsibility Form

- I understand that if I am admitted to National Tsing Hua University (NTHU) as an international student, my status is that of a degree student. I am aware that the estimated expenses are TWD 120,000 or USD 4,000 per year. Furthermore, I agree to pay for the cost of my study at NTHU. These include the cost of tuition, credit fees, housing, insurance, books, university facilities fee, etc.

- To verify that you have funds available to you while studying at NTHU, please provide scholarship certificate or official bank documentation (in English or Chinese) which shows the availability of the necessary funds. If you have a guarantor to satisfy this financial obligation, then your guarantor must additionally provide a letter declaring their relationship to the student and their intent to provide financial support throughout the student’s period of study at NTHU.

- I submit at least one of following documents to meet the financial requirement of admission application
  - [ ] A copy of scholarship certificate
  - [ ] Official bank documentation from my account
  - [ ] Official bank documentation and the declaration from my guarantor

Applicant’s Signature: ______________________
Date (mm/dd/yyyy): _____/_______/_________